Lake Sevan is one of beautiful spots in Armenia. It has always attracted poets and painters. Poet Maxim Gorky called it 'a piece of sky which came down among the mountains'. In the summer of 1929, Andrei N.Kolmogorov, 26, and Pavel S.Aleksandrov, 33, two mathematicians just starting their lifelong friendship, visited Sevan. During about a month they enjoyed the beauties of the lake, living in a cell in the monastery on the island of Sevan. They visited other sites of Armenia, but actively continued their research. Both mathematicians mentioned Sevan in their memoirs, many decades later:
Sevan provides an unusual combination of natural conditions, a highaltitude lake, 1900 m above sea level, 75 km in length and 55 km in breadth. The water is fresh and transparent, and the people of the region drink it abundantly. A number of rivers flow into the lake and only one, the Hrazdan, flows from it. The lake is famous for its trout and beautiful peninsula which was once an island. During the Middle Ages various battles occurred over that rocky island, where Armenians often sheltered from their enemies.
The monastery on the island of Sevan was founded in 874 AD by the Armenian king Ashot, of the Bagratuni dynasty and princess Mariam. It includes two churches, the Arakelotz (the Church of Apostles) and Astvatsatsin (the Church of the Virgin) [4] . There is a panoramic view on the lake from the monastery. In the 1930s, the water flow from the lake via the river Hrazdan was increased for irrigation and hydro-electric power purposes.
This lowered the level of the lake, and transformed the island to a peninsula. However, in 1929 the island still existed, and Kolmogorov colorfully describes the life on that isolated spot:
The 
Given its position Lake Sevan mostly enjoyed sunny weather, but sometimes clouds coming from the East filled up from the mountains, dropped down to the water and then, on contact with it, vanished. We stayed there for about 20 days without leaving the place (apart from excursions to the monastery of Hayravank under the guidance of our captain).
Hayravank monastery with its IX-century church is situated on a high rock facing Lake Sevan. According his student, Grant Maranjian, Kolmogorov recalled tiny details on that stay at Sevan's island during his visit in Armenia in 1973. At the time, reaching the top of Mt.Aragatz (Alagez) involved a 30 km walk over mountainous terrain, the roads not having been built until the 1940s. Aragatz has a spectacular 3-km-wide crater with a glacier and 4 summits surrounding it. The northern summit is not only the highest but also the most difficult one for climbing; its easiest route is classified "1B" mountaineering category of difficulty.
For Aleksandrov the day was approaching on which he had arranged to journey to Gagra
The cosmic ray station of Yerevan Physics Institute is situated at 3200 m above sea level. The nearby beautiful lake, mentioned by Kolmogorov, is an artificial reservoir that was constructed in the Second Millennium BC, as archaeological studies have found [5] . The surface of the lake is free of ice only during 2 to 3 months a year, and Aleksandrov's desire to bathe in the icy water is as characteristic, as Kolmogorov's climbing of the most difficult northern summit of Aragatz.
After the dissolution of the Soviet Union, the former communist constraints on religion have been removed in the Republic of Armenia. The activity of the Sevan monastery is much increased, not only because of the larger number of priests but also because a seminary has been opened on the peninsula.
The monastery and the peninsula are now attractive touristic areas. Few of the tourists, however, can guess that the gloomy cells, with walls completely blackened by many centuries of candle smoke, once accommodated two leading mathematicians of the twentieth century.
